BIOS AND EXPANDED TOPIC OUTLINES FOR SPRING 2017
SPEAKER SERIES
Talks will be held at the Northside Library, 705 Rio Road W, Charlottesville,VA!.
All talks are from 6:30 – 7:30 pm, followed by a Question and Answer period.
Thursday May 11th: Nick Lasky, Psychic & Astrologer
Topic: Tapping into your Psychic Powers
‘An experiential evening into awakening your psychic gifts’
About the talk:
Nick will teach specific techniques to deepen your psychic abilities, and learn
about the psychic world and the many ways to receive psychic information. He
will also guide you through a guided meditation to awaken and activate your
third eye.

Nick Lasky
www.nicklasky.com
Bio:
Nick is a professional psychic, astrologer, and healer at the Aquarian Bookshop
in Richmond, Va. Nick is the founder of the Society of Awakening Souls at the
University of Virginia and studies in a Mystery School of Ancient Wisdom. Nick
has the unique ability to fuse together his clairvoyance, spiritual knowledge, and
humor to give you an insightful, uplifting, and fun experience.

Thursday May 25th: Richard Dulaney, J.D.
Topic: Awakening Heart Intelligence
‘How to reduce stress, manage emotions, activate intuition and create
happiness’
About this talk:
In this lecture Richard will present tips, techniques and tools for practicing
emotional neutrality and optimizing heart coherence for the realization of health,
happiness, and destiny of purpose. Richard will explain how to use the law of
reflection to understand how we make subconscious choices that create our
experiences and perceptions of reality; and how to move from emotional heart to
spiritual heart and conscious choices. Richard will also present information on
Heart Math tools such as Neutral Technique, Quick Coherence Techniques,
Heart Lock-In Technique, and Freeze Frame Technique for improving health and
performance. Richard also will explain how to tap heart empowerment,
heart/brain synchronization, and how to ‘heart hologram’ in order to surf divine
synchronicity.

Richard Dulaney
Bio:
Richard Dulaney is a native of Charlottesville, Virginia, attended the Episcopal
High School in Alexandria, Virginia, and received a Bachelor of Arts from Yale
University in 1971. He obtained a law degree from the Marshall Wythe School of
Law in Williamsburg, Virginia, in 1977. Richard is senior partner of Dulaney,
Lauer & Thomas, LLP, a law firm focusing exclusively on personal injury and
wrongful death trial work. www.dulaneylauerthomas.com. Richard is a cofounder and presently serves as Secretary of The Center of the One Heart
(www.oneheartcenter.org). He is also certified as a one-on-one coach with The
Institute of Heart Math in Santa Cruz County, California (www.heartmath.org).

Thursday June 8th, 6:30
Airisun Wonderli
Topic: The Russells of Swannanoa: Philosophical Blueprint
‘The Russell Educational Perspective for the New Earth’
About this talk:
Following intense study of the Russell Cosmology and research into her newly
published work, Swannanoa Palace: A Pictorial History- Its Past and People,
Airisun has begun to speak and revive the inspired work of Walter and Lao
Russell. In this presentation, Airisun shows how the Russells’ perspective on
education (especially in regard to the Arts and Sciences) can help release each
child and individual’s creative inspiration and inner learning. She will share how
the Russells’ own early education influenced their philosophical ideas, as well as
Dr. Russell’s authorship of children’s books, illustrations, and child portraiture.
His 1937 educational Prospectus for Swannanoa contained an early blueprint for
their later establishment of The University of Science and Philosophy. Through
exploring the Russells’ profound lives and writings concerning present public
education and their progressive promotions of creative expression and
character, Airisun will convey how they set an example and put forward a Living
Philosophy for developing the genius and purpose in each person.

Airisun Wonderli
www.philosophy.org
Bio:
Airisun is a graduate of Virginia’s James Madison University with an Art
Education degree and a resident
near historic Charlottesville, Va. Her career has been varied with working in the
past as a Graphic Artist, a Drafter/Designer for houses, corporations and ships,
an estate Rendering Illustrator, an author of 3 books (one as Illustrator),
Photographer, and most recently a Tour
Guide for the historic local landmark Swannanoa. She has 2 more books she’s
presently working on, and a screenplay miniseries on the Russells’ lives.

Thursday June 22nd, 6:30
Elaine Stevens-Parke, MBA, CS, CM, NSA
Topic: The Age of Character Club...then and now
'The expansion of Russell cosmogony to worldwide compassion'
About this talk:
In this lecture you will learn how, without special knowledge or powers, YOU can
EASILY participate daily, in the dissemination of worldwide character and
compassion that Lao & Walter Russell so deeply desired. Lao knew in her time,
that her "Age of Character Clubs" was "her best shot" - but she also knew that it
wasn't enough to go global. She knew a strategic messaging plan was needed,
that could and would take the essence of their wisdom to all the corners of the
earth.
When formulated by Walter Russell, his "Cosmogony" was a new concept of the
universe, that explained the relationships between matter and energy, and
between electricity and magnetism". However, the Russell's works were
compiled before we had the technology to engage his Cosmogony to
disseminate their truths world-wide. Then, the Russell truths were printed and
disseminated only as matter - in the form of books.
This is the humble presentation of just such a strategic plan to engage the tools
of Walter’s entire cosmogony to easily inspire and motivate each of us and all
the people of our world into the age of character of Lao's and Walter's dreams
and desire…. One month at a time.

Elaine Stevens-Parke
www.wonderfulpeole.net
Bio:
"Because I, like you, care deeply about all of us, our planet, and our children's
future, I founded and am building momentum for "12 Habits for Wonderful
People". It's time we all treated each other better more often. My wolf friend in
this photo, Logan, knows better than we do, that to survive, you have to co-exist
with nature, and get along together in your family and in your own pack. With an
award-winning life time career in corporate marketing and advertising, Ms. Parke
is well equipped to bring the mass reach capacity of her field to the expansion of
compassion among us to uplift ourselves and our planet's future.

	
  

